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Abstract. Studies of meson production in nucleon–nucleon collisionsat threshold are characterised
by few degrees of freedom in a configuration of well defined initial and final states with a transition
governed by short range dynamics. Effects from low–energy scattering in the exit channel are
inherent to the data and probe the interaction in baryon–meson and meson–meson systems otherwise
difficult to access.

From dedicated experiments at the present generation of cooler rings precise data are becoming
available on differential and eventually spin observablesallowing detailed comparisons between
complementary final states. To discuss physics implications of generic and specific properties, recent
experimental results on meson production in proton–protonscattering obtained at CELSIUS and
COSY serve as a guideline.

INTRODUCTION

High precision data from the present generation of cooler rings, IUCF, CELSIUS, and
COSY, have contributed significantly over the last decade toour present knowledge and
understanding of threshold meson production (for a recent review see [1]).

Due to the high momentum transfers required to create a mesonor mesonic system
in production experiments close to threshold the short range part of the interaction is
probed. In nucleon–nucleon scattering, for mesons in the mass range up to 1GeV

�
c2

distances from 0�53fm (π0) down to less than 0�2fm (φ) are involved. At such short
distances it is a priori not clear, whether the relevant degrees of freedom are still baryons
and mesons, or rather quarks and gluons. As there is no well defined boundary, one goal
of the threshold production approach is to explore the limits in momentum transfer for a
consistent description using hadronic meson exchange models. Within this framework,
questions concerning both the underlying meson exchange contributions and especially
the role of intermediate baryon resonances have to be answered.

Another aspect which enriches the field of study arises from the low relative centre–
of–mass velocities of the ejectiles: Effects of low energy scattering are inherent to
the observables due to strong final state interactions (FSI)within the baryon–baryon,
baryon–meson, and meson–meson subsystems. In case of short–lived particles, low
energy scattering potentials are otherwise difficult or impossible to study directly.
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DYNAMICS OF THE TWO PION SYSTEM

In γ andπ induced double pion production on the nucleon the excitation of theN� �1440�
P11 resonance followed by its decay to theNσ channel, i.e.N� �1440� � p�ππ� I � l � 0, is
found to contribute non–negligibly close to threshold [2–4]. Nucleon–nucleon scattering
should provide complementary information, eventually on the ππ decay mode of the
N� �1440�, which plays an important part in understanding the basic structure of the
second excited state of the nucleon [5–7].

Exclusive CELSIUS data from the PROMICE/WASA setup on the reactionspp �
ppπ�π	, pp � ppπ0π0 andpp � pnπ�π0 [8–10] are well described by model calcula-
tions [11]: For theπ�π	 andπ0π0 channels, the reaction preferentially proceeds close to
threshold via heavy meson exchange and excitation of theN� �1440� Roper resonance,
with a subsequent pure s–wave decay to theNσ channel1. While nonresonant contribu-
tions are expected to be small, resonant processes with Roper excitation and decay via
an intermediate∆ (pp � pN� � p∆π � ppππ) and∆∆ excitation (pp � ∆∆ � pπpπ)
are strongly momentum dependent and vanish directly at threshold. Double∆ excitation,
which is expected to dominate at higher excess energies beyond Q
 250MeV [11] in-
volves higher angular momenta and consequently strongly anisotropic proton and pion
angular distributions. On the other hand, the Roper decay amplitude via an intermediate
∆ depends predominantly on a term symmetric in the pion momenta (eq.(1)), leading to
the p�π�π	 � I � l � 0 channel and an interference with the directNσ decay.

Experimentally, for the reactionpp � ppπ�π	 at excess energies of Q
 64�4MeV
and Q
 75MeV angular distributions give evidence for only s–wavesin the final state,
in line with a dominatingpp � pN� � pp�π�π	 � I � l � 0 process, with the initial inelas-
tic ppcollision governed by heavy meson (σ �ρ) exchange. Roper excitation is disclosed
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FIGURE 1. Differential cross sections for the reactionpp � ppππ� at an excess energy of Q�
75MeV. Experimental data (solid circles) for invariant mass distributions of the�pππ� �– (a) and
�ππ� �–subsystems (b), and theππ� opening angle (c) are compared to pure phase space (shaded
areas) and Monte Carlo simulations for direct decaysN� � Nσ (dotted lines), decays via an intermediate
∆ resonanceN� � ∆π � Nσ (dashed lines) and an interference of the two decay routes (solid lines)
according to eq.(1). Figures are taken from [10].

1 For thepnππ0 final state, this reaction mechanism is trivially forbiddenby isospin conservation. An
underestimation of the total cross section data [9] by the model predictions [11] might be explained by
the neglect of effects from thepnfinal state interaction in the calculation [12].



in the pπ�π	 invariant mass distribution (Fig.1a), where the data are shifted towards
higher invariant masses compared to phase space in agreement with resonance excita-
tion in the low energy tail of theN� �1440�. Compared with Monte Carlo simulations
including both heavy meson exchange forN� excitation, andpp S–wave final state in-
teraction, but only the direct decayN� � p�π�π	 � I � l � 0 (dotted lines), the production
process involves additional dynamics, which is apparent from discrepancies especially
in observables depending on theπ momentum correlation�k1 � �k2, i.e. π�π	 invariant
mass Mππ (Fig.1b) and opening angleδππ 
 � ��k1 � �k2� (Fig.1c). A good description of
the experimental data is achieved including theN� �1440� decay via an intermediate∆
and its destructive interference with the direct decay branch to theNσ channel (solid
lines) in the ansatz for the Roper decay amplitude [11]:

A ∝ 1 � c�k1 � �k2 �3D∆�� � D∆0 � � (1)

where the first term describes the direct decay, the parameter c adjusts the relative
strengths of the two decay routes, and D∆ denote the∆ propagators. A fit to the data
allows to determine the ratio of partial decay widthsR �MN� � 
 ΓN� �∆π�Nππ

�
ΓN��Nσ

at average masses� MN� � corresponding to excess energies Q
 64�4MeV and Q

75MeV relative to theπ�π	 threshold. The numerical results,R �1264� 
 0�034� 0�004
andR �1272� 
 0�054� 0�006, exhibit the clear dominance of the direct decay to the
Nσ channel in the low energy region of the Roper resonance. On the other hand they
indicate the strong energy dependence of the ratio from the momentum dependence in
the decay branch via an intermediate∆, which will surpass the direct decay at higher
energies [10]. A model dependent extrapolation based on thevalidity of ansatz (1) leads
to R �1440� 
 3�9 � 0�3 at the nominal resonance pole in good agreement with the PDG
value of 4� 2 [13].

Within the experimental programme to determine the energy dependence of the
N� � Nππ decay exclusive data (for details see [14]) have been taken simultaneously
at the CELSIUS/WASA facility on both theppπ� π	 andppπ0π0 final states. In case of
theπ�π	 system the preliminary results at an excess energy of Q
 75MeV are in good
agreement with the relative strength of the decay routes adjusted to an extrapolated ratio
R �1440� 
 3. However, at slightly higher excess energy (Q
 127MeV) the data might
be equally well described by a valueR �1440� 
 1, which is noticeably favoured at both
excess energies by the data onπ0π0 production, indicating distinct underlying dynam-
ics in π0π0 and π�π	 production. One difference becomes obvious from the isospin
decomposition of the total cross section [9]: An isospin I
 1 amplitude in theππ sys-
tem, and accordingly a p–wave admixture, is forbidden by symmetry to contribute to the
neutral pion system in contrast to the charged complement. Ap–wave component was
neglected so far in the analysis, since the unpolarized angular distributions show no devi-
ation from isotropy. However, there is evidence for small, but non–negligible analysing
powers from a first exclusive measurement ofπ�π	 production with a polarized beam
at the COSY–TOF facility [14, 15], suggesting higher partial waves especially in theππ
system.

At higher energies, i.e. Q
 208MeV and Q
 286MeV with respect to theπ�π	
threshold, preliminary data for bothπ�π	 andπ0π0 from CELSIUS/WASA rather fol-
low phase space than expectations based on a dominatingpp � pN� � ppσ reaction



mechanism[14]. At these energies, the∆∆ excitation process should influence observ-
ables significantly, and, thus, a phase space behaviour becomes even more surprising,
unless the∆∆ system is excited in a correlated way.

THE PROTON–PROTON–ETA FINAL STATE

As a general trait in meson production in nucleon–nucleon scattering, the primary pro-
duction amplitude, i. e. the underlying dynamics can be regarded as energy independent
in the vicinity of threshold [16–18]. Consequently, for s–wave production processes,
the energy dependence of the total cross section is essentially given by a phase space
behaviour modified by the influence of final state interactions. In Fig.2 total cross sec-
tion data obtained in proton–proton scattering are shown for the pseudoscalar isosinglet
mesonsη andη� [19]. In both cases, the energy dependence of the total crosssection
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FIGURE 2. Total cross section data forη (squares [20–25]) andη� (circles [24, 26–29]) production in
proton–proton scattering versus excess energy Q [19]. In comparison, the energy dependences from a pure
phase space behaviour (dotted lines, normalized arbitrarily), from phase space modified by the1S0 proton–
proton FSI including Coulomb interaction (solid lines), and from additionally including the proton–η
interaction phenomenologically (dashed line), are shown.Meson exchange calculations forη production
including a P–wave component in the proton–proton system [30] are depicted by the dashed–dotted line,
while the dashed–double–dotted line corresponds to the arbitrarily normalized energy dependence from a
full three–body treatment of theppη final state [31] (see also [32]).

deviates significantly from phase space expectations. Including the on–shell1S0 proton–
proton FSI enhances the cross section close to threshold by more than an order of mag-
nitude, in good agreement with data in case ofη�. As expected from kinematical consid-
erations [1] the cross section forη production deviates from phase space including the
pp FSI at excess energies Q� 40MeV, where the1S0 final state is no longer dominant



compared to higher partial waves. Deviations at low excess energies seem to be well
accounted for by an attractive proton–η FSI (dashed line), treated phenomenologically
as an incoherent pairwise interaction [1, 17, 33]. In comparison to the proton–η� (Fig.2)
and proton–π0 systems only thepη interaction is strong enough to become apparent in
the energy dependence of the total cross section [34]. In differential observables, effects
should be more pronounced in the phase space region of low proton–η invariant masses.
However, to discern effects of proton–η scattering from the influence of proton–proton
FSI, which is stronger by two orders of magnitude, requires high statistics measure-
ments, which have only become available recently [19, 35, 36]: Close to threshold, the
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FIGURE 3. Invariant mass squared of the (pp)–subsystem in the reactionpp � ppη at excess energies
of Q � 15 5MeV (COSY–11, solid circles [19], Q� 15MeV (COSY–TOF, open circles [36] and Q�
16MeV (PROMICE/WASA, open triangles [35]). The dotted and dashed lines follow a pure phase space
behaviour and its modification by the phenomenological treatment of the three–body FSI as an incoherent
pairwise interaction, respectively. The latter was normalized at small invariant mass values. Effects from
including a P–wave admixture in thepp system are depicted by the dashed–dotted line [30], while the
dashed–double–dotted line corresponds to a pure s–wave final state with a full three–body treatment [32].

distribution of the invariant mass of the proton–proton subsystem is characteristically
shifted towards low invariant masses compared to phase space (dotted line in Fig.3). This
low–energy enhancement is well reproduced by modifying phase space with the1S0 pp
on–shell interaction. A second enhancement at higherpp invariant masses, i.e. low en-
ergy in thepη system, is not accounted for even when including additionally the proton–
η interaction incoherently (dashed line). However, including a P–wave admixture in the
pp system by considering a1S0 � 3P0s transition in addition to the3P0 � 1S0s thresh-
old amplitude, excellent agreement with the experimental invariant mass distribution is
obtained (dashed–dotted line [30]). In return, with the P–wave strength adjusted to fit
the invariant mass data, the approach fails to reproduce theenergy dependence of the to-
tal cross section (Fig.2) below excess energies of Q
 40MeV. Preliminary calculations
considering only s–waves in the final state but using a rigorous three–body treatment of
the ppη final state actually decrease the cross section at large values of thepp invariant
mass (dashed–double–dotted lines [32]) compared to an incoherent two–body calcula-



tion within the same framework. However, close to thresholdthe energy dependence of
the total cross section is enhanced compared to the phenomenological incoherent treat-
ment and the data (Fig.2). Although part of this enhancementhas to be attributed to
the neglect of Coulomb repulsion in thepp system, consequently overestimating thepp
invariant mass at low values, qualitatively the full three–body treatment has opposite
effects compared to a P–wave admixture in the proton–protonsystem in view of both
the total cross section as well as thepp invariant mass distribution. In the approximate
description of the total cross section by the phenomenological s–wave approach with an
incoherent FSI treatment these two effects seem to cancel casually.

Close to threshold, resonance excitation of the S11 �1535� and subsequent decay to
the pη final state is generally2 believed to be the dominantη production mechanism
[17, 30, 38–43]. In this context, the issue of the actual excitation mechanism of the
S11 �1535� remains to be addressed. Theη angular distribution is sensitive to the under-
lying dynamics: A dominantρ exchange favoured in [41] results in an inverted curva-
ture of theη angular distribution compared toπ andη exchanges which are inferred to
give the largest contribution to resonance excitation in [42]. In the latter approach the
interference of the pseudoscalar exchanges in the resonance current with non–resonant
nucleonic and mesonic exchange currents turns the curvature to the same angular depen-
dence as expected forρ exchange. Presently, due to the statistical errors of the available
unpolarised data at an excess energy of Q! 40MeV [35, 36] it is not possible to dif-
ferentiate between a dominantρ or π, η exchange, as discussed in [36]. Data recently
taken at the CELSIUS/WASA facility with statistics increased by an order of magnitude
compared to the available data might provide an answer in thenear future [44].

Spin observables, like theη analyzing power, should even disentangle a dominantρ
meson exchange and the interference ofπ andη exchanges in resonance excitation with
small nucleonic and mesonic currents [42], which result in identical predictions for the
unpolarisedη angular distribution. First data [45] seem to favour the vector dominance
model, but final conclusions both on the underlying reactiondynamics and the admixture
of higher partial waves [30] have to await the analysis of data taken with higher statistics
for the energy dependence of theη analysing power [46].

ASSOCIATED STRANGENESS PRODUCTION

In elementary hadronic interactions with no strange valence quark in the initial state the
associated strangeness production provides a powerful tool to study reaction dynamics
by introducing a “tracer” to hadronic matter. Thus, quark model concepts might even-
tually be related to mesonic or baryonic degrees of freedom,with the onset of quark
degrees of freedom expected for kinematical situations with large enough transverse
momentum transfer.

2 The pn � dη excitation function has been interpreted to provide directexperimental evidence for
S11 �1535� excitation [23]. It should be noted, however, that in [37] for η production in proton–proton
scattering short range nucleonic currents, i.e.σ andω exchange are found to be much stronger compared
to the contribution from resonance currents.



First exclusive close–to–threshold data onΛ andΣ0 production [47, 48] obtained at
the COSY–11 facility showed at equal excess energies below Q
 13MeV a cross section
ratio of

RΛ"Σ0 �Q # 13MeV� 
 σ �pp � pK� Λ�
σ �pp � pK� Σ0� 
 28�6

	9 (2)

exceeding the high energy value (Q� 300MeV) of 2.5 [49] by an order of magnitude.
In the meson exchange framework, estimates forπ and K exchange contributions

based on the elementary scattering processes do not reproduce the experimental value
(2) [48, 50]. However, inclusiveK� production data inppscattering at an excess energy
of Q 
 252MeV with respect to thepK� Λ threshold show enhancements at theΛp
andΣN thresholds of similar magnitude [51]. Qualitatively, a strong Σ0N � Λp final
state conversion might account for both the inclusive SATURNE results as well as the
Σ0 depletion in the COSY–11 data. Evidence for such conversioneffects is known e. g.
from fully constrained kaon absorption on deuterium viaK	d � π	Λp [52].

In exploratory calculations performed within the framework of the Jülich meson ex-
change model [50], taking into account bothπ andK exchange diagrams in a coupled
channel approach, a final state conversion is rather excluded as origin of the experi-
mentally observed ratio: WhileΛ production is found to be dominated by kaon ex-
change, bothπ andK exchange turn out to contribute to theΣ0 channel with similar
strength. Qualitatively, this result is experimentally confirmed at higher excess energies
between Q
 200MeV and Q
 430MeV from polarization transfer measurements from
the DISTO experiment [53–55]. It is concluded in [50], that only a destructive interfer-
ence ofπ andK exchange might explain the experimental value (2).Σ production in
different isospin configurations should provide a crucial test for this interpretation, since
for the reactionpp � nK�Σ� the interference pattern is found to be opposite compared
to thepK�Σ0 channel. Data close to threshold have recently been taken atthe COSY–11
facility [56].

However, within an effective Lagrangian approach [57] bothΛ and Σ0 production
channels are concluded to be dominated byπ exchange and excitation of the S11 �1650�
close to threshold, while at excess energies above Q
 300MeV theN� �1710� governs
strangeness production3. In this energy range the influence of resonances becomes
evident from recent data on invariant mass distribution determined at COSY–TOF [59].

To study the transition region between the low–energy enhancement (2) and the high
energy value measurements have been extended up to excess energies of Q
 60MeV
[58, 60]: In order to describe the energy dependence of the total cross section forΛ
production, in addition to phase space thepΛ final state interaction has to be taken
into account. In contrast,Σ0 production is satisfactorily well described by phase space
behaviour only [58]. This qualitatively different behaviour might be explained by the
Σ0p FSI being much weaker compared to theΛp system. However, the interpretation
implies dominant S–wave production and reaction dynamics that can be regarded as
energy independent. Within the present level of statistics, contributions from higher
partial waves can be neither ruled out nor confirmed at higherexcess energies forΣ0

3 For further complementary theoretical approaches see references in [1, 58, 59].



production.
The energy dependence of the production ratioRΛ"Σ0 is shown in Fig.4 in comparison

with theoretical calculations obtained within the approach of [50] assuming a destructive
interference ofπ andK exchange and employing different choices of the microscopic
hyperon nucleon model to describe the interaction in the final state [61]. The result
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FIGURE 4. Λ$Σ0 production ratio in proton–proton scattering as a functionof the excess energy. Data
are from [48] (shaded area) and [60]. Calculations [61] within the Jülich meson exchange model imply a
destructive interference ofK andπ exchange using the microscopic Nijmegen NSC89 (dashed line[62])
and the new Jülich model (solid line [63]) for theYN final state interaction.

crucially depends on the details — especially the off–shellproperties — of the hyperon–
nucleon interaction employed. At the present stage both thegood agreement found in
[50] with the threshold enhancement (2) and for the Nijmegenmodel (dashed line in
Fig.4) with the energy dependence of the cross section ratioshould rather be regarded
as accidental4. Calculations using the new Jülich model (solid line in Fig.4) do not
reproduce the tendency of the experimental data. It is suggested in [61] that neglecting
the energy dependence of the elementary amplitudes and higher partial waves might no
longer be justified beyond excess energies of Q
 20MeV. However, once the reaction
mechanism for close–to–threshold hyperon production is understood, exclusive data
should provide a strong constraint on the details of hyperon–nucleon interaction models.

PRESENT AND FUTURE

Intermediate baryon resonances emerge as a common feature in the dynamics of the
exemplary cases for threshold meson production in nucleon–nucleon scattering dis-
cussed in this article. However, this does not hold in general for meson production in
the 1GeV

�
c2 mass range (for a discussion onη� production see [64]). Moreover, the

extent to which resonances are evident in the observables oractually govern the reaction

4 In the latter case an SU(2) breaking in the3S1 ΣN channel had to be introduced [62] resulting in an
ambiguity for theΣ0p amplitude.



mechanism depends on the specific channels, which differ in view of the level of present
experimental and theoretical understanding.

The N� �1440� resonance dominatesπ�π	 production at threshold, and exclusive
data allow to extract resonance decay properties in the low–energy tail of the Roper.
Dynamical differences between the different isospin configurations of theππ system
and the behaviour at higher energies remains to be understood with first experimental
clues appearing.

With three strongly interacting particles in the final state, a consistent description
of η production close to threshold requires an accurate three–body approach taking
into account the possible influence of higher partial waves.High statistics differential
cross sections and polarization observables coming up should straighten out both the
excitation mechanism of theN� �1535� and the admixture of higher partial waves.

At present, the available experimental data on the elementary strangeness produc-
tion channels give evidence for both an important role of resonances coupling to the
hyperon–kaon channels and on a dominant non–resonant kaon exchange mechanism.
Experiments on different isospin configurations, high statistics and spin transfer mea-
surements close to threshold should disentangle the situation in future.

From the cornerstone of total cross section measurements, it is apparent from the
above examples to what extent our knowledge is presently enlarged by differential
observables and what will be the impact of polarization experiments in future to get
new perspectives in threshold meson production.
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